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The Legislative Session began at 6:38 PM. 

Roll Call 

Brett: The first is an ad hoc committee to report investigate and increase civic engagement reports 

through different avenues. It can also include non StudCo members. It will increase voter shuttles, 

drives, and UVA votes. It would be helpful to have a group just looking at civic engagement.  

Bryanna: How is it different from UVA Votes? 

Brett: That is run by Legislative Affairs, the goal is to be the task force. The representative body chair will 

appoint the chair. 

Austin: Will the chair have any specific powers? 

Brett: Whatever is deemed necessary by the representative body. 

David: In our bylaws, members of university can’t be in an ad hoc committee structure, have you 

decided we can pass over that? 

Brett: Yes. 

Motion to vote. Seconded. Passed SR17-13. 

Brett: First is a thank you to Mackenzie for her service and dedication to StudCo.   

Motion to vote. Seconded. Passed SR17-14. 

Brett: Thank you to Emily Lodge for her service and dedication to StudCo. 

Motion to vote. Seconded. Passed SR17-15. 

The Legislative Session ended at 6:48 PM. 

The General Body Meeting began at 6:48 PM. 

Presidential Search Presentation 

Maeve: These are the results from the survey. We put it out through a lot of mechanisms, 450 

responses so far. Please keep pushing it and sharing it on Facebook. As of now, we are confident enough 

to write a report, but more data is always better. There’s a pretty even distribution across years and 

schools. It is 13% grads, 68% in state students. The top 3 priorities were quality of professors, which 

makes sense because it impacts diversity, which was third. The middle was financial aid which makes 

sense with the rising cost of tuition. People really wanted the person to have a background in student 

affairs, so experience working with students, and university administrative experience. Also backgrounds 

in diversity initiatives and financial aid. The qualities people wanted were transparency and responsive 

to student’s needs, followed by inclusive compassion, and passionate.  
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Sarah: Are they doing a similar thing with the faculty senate or presenting them it? 

Emily: Maybe have them answer the same questions to see how it compares.  

Maeve: Yes, and the senate has been extremely responsive to everything that we have presented to 

them so far. 

David: What demographic information did we take? 

Maeve: In state vs. out of state, year, grad program, and major. They wanted to know academic 

backgrounds. The search committee will reach out to a number of student organizations so there will be 

a series of individual reports from different communities. Then they combine all of the data. 

Community Concerns 

Maeve: Just to follow up on the Clemons stairs issue, it was not as bad as described, but I don’t not think 

it is terrifically unsafe. The university holding off is not detrimental. 

Sarah: Discover cards have a higher rate of processing so Greenberry’s can’t control that. 

Bryanna: Over spring break I was at a park with an outdoor exercise machine. I was wondering if we 

could get one by the tennis courts. It would be fun. 

Jordan: A lot of people have heard about the resiliency room idea, how is that going? 

Emily: The plan is to find a space in Newcomb. A lot of the money will be relocated after this year, and 

they are looking at a lot of amenities. It will be a space where people can nap and relax if they need to.  

Alex Cu: There might be a fish tank.  

Sarah: Athletic affairs and Buildings & Grounds could work on the chair. 

David: I would like to see Alex’s diet improve as the incoming VPA. 

Committee Updates 

Gabby: April 5 will be Diversity Engagement Week, each day has a different theme. Wednesday will have 

employers from the DC area to talk about their experiences with diversity in their jobs. It will include 

dinner and a breakout session with the employers. Also an event with the Equal Opportunity Center, 

and there is a new disability studies minor in the college. There will be an event at Open Grounds on 

Saturday. Keep an eye out. 

Lizzie: We have World Water Week starting tomorrow. I will send info in the GenBod channel. One 

event is a Ragged Mountain Reservoir Check, and another is the Flint Crisis two years later. It will be very 

interdisciplinary. 

Officer Updates 
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Maeve: We are having a three part dialogue series focused on the refugee community in Cville. The first 

is next Monday, 7-8 at Open Grounds with a number of community members for a meet and greet. 

Saturday, 3/25, from 2-5 is 6000 miles in someone else’s shoes, Pre-registration is required. On 4/3, 

another dialogue at Open Grounds to talk about resources, how to get involved, and steps going 

forward. Go to whichever you can and please volunteer. We are working with administrators and the 

mayor to establish more university-city task forces. One is looking at Cville as an incubator for self-

driving cars.  

Eric: I have learned a lot, and the best thing I could do was make it easier for you to achieve what you 

can. Sorry if I didn’t get to you, let me know if I can ever help you out. You’ll be in good hands.  

Alex: As we go through the transition this week, remember that the budget lasts through the last day of 

class. I’ve had a great time and hope you feel like you have gotten what you needed. Use the templates 

for any other organizations, and if you get confused, let me know and I can help or provide contacts.  

Ty: Next week StudCo news is going out, so if you have any final things to push, communicate it with 

your next chair and me. Going forward, we are going to start highlighting events that other groups are 

running.  

Mackenzie: I am transitioning emails over to Ty tomorrow. This is my last gen bod ever which is really 

weird. It’s been great. 

Sarah: The off grounds housing fair is tomorrow in Newcomb. Please stop by. I sent out a leadership 

demographics survey. Please fill it out. This has been an awesome term, I’m excited for the work ahead. 

Emily: Only update is that on Monday at 7:45 is the transitioning meeting. Be prepared for that. 

Transition ceremony is Friday at noon with food. It has been such a privilege, and you are all 

phenomenal. It has been the highlight of my term. 

Alex: Please come to the housing fair and the ceremony. It’s been a pleasure being the rep body chair! 

The General Body Meeting Ended at 7:25 PM. 

 


